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Remarks on Affine Variations on the Ellipsoid 

Martin Wiehe* 

Abstract 

We extend a variational result of Blaschke and give some further stability results. 

MS-Classification: 53A15, 33C35. 

1 Introduction 

As a reference for affine differential geometry we use [SSV91] from which we adopt most of the 

notations. 

Let A"*? be an (n + 1)-dimensional real affine space and M an n-dimensional (n > 2) connected 
and orientable manifold. Let f: M@ —+ A"*t' be a C®-immersion. Suppose that the Euclidean 
second fundamental form is nondegenerate on f — which means that f is regular — then the equiaf- 

fine conormal (Blaschke conormal) is given by Y := |H,(E) |= 1, where H,,(£) is the Euclidean 
Gau8-Kronecker curvature and yz the Euclidean normal. The equiaffine normal (Blaschke normal) 
is implicitly defined by 

<Y,y>=1 and <dY ,y>=0. 

The structure equations have the following form: 

Vudf(v) = df(Vuv) +h(u,v)y, 

dy(v) = —df(Sv) 
for all u,v € X(M). With X(M) we denote the C®-module of vector fields over M and with V 
the standard flat connection on A"t?, 

V is a torsion free affine connection, h a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor field, S a (1, 1)-tensor field. 
In the case of a regular hypersurface, h is a semi Riemannian metric, hence we do all metric 
operations (also such in standard local notation) with respect to h; e.g. Ag = trace,{Hess(h)g} = 
trace,{V(h)V(h)g} for g € C®(M) and V(h) the Levi-Civita connection of h. 

Recall that the cubic tensor C' := V — V(h) is traceless (apolarity). 

The affine mean curvature H is defined asnH = traceS. If f is an ovaloid (M is compact without 

boundary) it is well known that the ellipsoid is characterized by H = constant. 
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Definition 1.1. Let I := (—e,¢) for some e > 0 and f': M x I — A"** be a C® one parameter 
family of regular hypersurfaces. If f° = f and ft — f is of compact support then f* is called a 
variation of f. 

Define the function a’ and the vector field (¢ fort € I by f' =: f + df(8*) + aty. With (-)! := 
F(-)ltco set 6(p) := a(p)! and yt := f, y = Wd. A variation is called normal iff df! (u) is 
tangential for every u € X(M) and linear iff f’ = 0. In terms of the equiaffine representation 
{@, »} of the infinitesimal variation f’ the me condition is equivalent to 7) = —grad,¢. 

For the equiaffine area A(M == f vu (A) it is well known (see [Cal82] or [NS94, III.11]) that: 

A(M)! = — 2) [ Hou(h 

for all variations f*. This follows easily from 

w(h)’ = mal Ad — n(n + 1)H¢ + (n + 2)div(~)]w(h) (1.1) 

si = $57 SI + gS} — (Vo) S? + (Va,(grad,g + Sgrad,¢ + Sw)) (1.2) 

with g := aa (Ad + nH[¢). For (1.1) see [NS94, IIL.11], and (1.2) could be obtained following 
the calculations for (4.20) in [Cal82]. 

2 Some stability results 

We start with a statement based on an observation of U. Simon. 

Lemma 2.1, Let B: X — X be a linear operator ona real linear space X andr € N. Suppose 
that {r1,... ,Ar} C R with A; # Aj and there exists B € V\{0} such that 

(B — rid) ---(B — did) 8 = 

Then there exists anonempty set A C {1,...,r} such that \; are eigenvalues of B for alli € A 
and 3 = one A Di where p; € Ey, and E), denotes the eigenspace of 2. 

Proof. (Sketch). The statement is proved by induction on r. The main steps are: Define G, = 
(B — A:id)@ and 6 = (B — Avid) 8. Hence Tj4;(B — A,;id)G; = 0 for i € {1,2}. The lemma 
finally follows from @ = ae O 

Let T' be an affine invariant induced by the regular hypersurface f. Then f is called T-equiaffine- 
stable iff A(M)" > 0 holds for every variation satisfying T’ = 0. 

For an ellipsoid with equiaffine normal the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are A; = —i(n + i—1)H 
forz € NU {0}. The eigenfunctions corresponding to i = 1,2,... are called first, second, ... 
order spherical harmonics. 

Theorem 2.2. For the class of linear normal variations the ellipsoid is H-equiaffine-stable.



Proof. Let f: M — A”*" be an ellipsoid endowed with the equiaffine normal. Hence H = 

constant ~ 0 which implies S = H id. The trace of (1.2) reduces to 

H! = Taw(A-A\(A-)¢, (2.3) n(n-+2) 

with A = —nH and wp = —2H(n +1). Since the deformation of f satisfies H’ = 0 we obtain 
~ = Py + Py, where py € FE) and p, € E,,. Using (1.1) for normal variations we obtain 

  ~seyA(My" = ( [ Ho w(h)) = | Héw(hy = he [ oao+nst}utn) 
_ estan gp | (Pr +Pa)n = Seedy? | Di, w(h) >0Q. 

M 
M 

n+2 n+2 

O 

Corollary 2.3. For the class of linear normal variations the ellipsoid is k-equiaffine-stable, where 

k is the normed scalar curvature of h. 

Proof. It is well known that k = J + H where n(n — 1)J = h(C,C) is the Pick invariant. Since 
C' = 0 characterizes the ellipsoid we get k’ = H’. O 

3. Trivial variations 

The following definition is only meaningful for compact hypersurfaces without boundary, but we 
formulate it in general. Our definition of trivial variations” is appropriate to understand why se- 

cond order spherical harmonics appear in 2.2 (see the proof). Other definitions of trivial variations, 

e.g. given in [PS87], do not fit in this way. 

Definition 3.1. Let f be a regular hypersurface with equiaffine normal y. A variation f* of f is 

called equiaffine-trivial iff there exists a one parameter family of diffeomorphisms @¢: M —> M 
such that 0° = id and ht = 6h, V' = 0"V. Here 6 denotes the pullback via 6°. 

Remark 3.2 From the uniqueness theorem it follows that the variation f* of f is trivial iff there 

exist one parameter families A € SL(n +1,R) and b* € R°+! with A° = id and b° = 0 such that 
fl = Alfio 6) +0. 
An easy consequence of (2.3) is 

Proposition 3.3. Let f be an ellipsoid endowed with the equiaffine normal. If an equiaffine infini- 

tesimal variation ¢ of f is equiaffine-trivial then @ = po + p; where po € Ey and p, € EF. 

Lemma 3.4. Let f be an ellipsoid endowed with the equiaffine normal. Then 

Gi) pi is a first order spherical harmonic iff there exists 6 € V"*' such that p;} = <Y ,6>. 

(ii) po is a second order spherical harmonic iff there exists & € L(n +1,R) with traceA = 0 
such that pp = <Y ,Ay>.



Proof. (i) is a special case of Satz 3.1 in [Sch67] and (ii) is a conclusion of Satz 3.5 in [Led95]. O 

Now we can prove 

Theorem 3.5. Let f be an ellipsoid endowed with the equiaffine normal. Then a normal infinite- 
simal variation ¢ of f is equiaffine-trivial iff 6 = po +p, where py € Ey and p, € Ey. 

Proof. Assume that @ = p2 + p;. Define b* = tb with 6 given from 3.4(i). Define a one parameter 
family L* := 2% with 2 given from 3.4(ii). Since trace = 0 there exists a one parameter family 
A’ € Sl(n+1,R) with A’ = & and A° = id. From Proposition 4.1 in [Cal82] we get the existence 
of a family of diffeomorphisms 6° such that f* := A’ f o 6¢ + b is a normal variation. O 

Hence we get a generalization of a result in [Bla23, §90]. 

Corollary 3.6. Let f be an ellipsoid endowed with the equiaffine normal then any normal infini- 
tesimal variation with 

(i) H' = 0 is equiaffine-trivial; 

(ii) k’ = 0 is equiaffine-trivial. 

A similar result was obtained in [Lei98] considering restricted trivial variations with 6° = id. 
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